STATE OF TEXAS
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

PLANS OF PROPOSED
STATE HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT
STATE PROJECT
PROJECT NO.

COUNTY ROADWAY
LIMITS FROM

NET LENGTH OF ROADWAY = X,XX FT + X,XXX MI
NET LENGTH OF BRIDGE = X,XX FT + X,XXX MI
NET LENGTH OF PROJECT = X,XX FT + X,XXX MI

FOR WORK CONSISTING OF (Add Layman's Description from DCIS P1 Screen)

ADT:

SPECIFICATIONS ADOPTED BY THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,
NOVEMBER 1, 2014 AND THE SPECIFICATION ITEMS LISTED AND DATED AS
FOLLOWING, SHALL CONSTITUTE THIS PROJECT. SPECIAL LABOR PROVISIONS
FOR STATE PROJECTS (000--008)

ACCESSIBILITY STANDARDS = PROWAG
REGISTERED ACCESSIBILITY SPECIALIST INSPECTION REQUIRED
to:

EDUCATIONAL EQUATIONS:
R.R. CROSSINGS:

THE ABOVE IS REQUIRED IF ANY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS ARE MET:
1. PEDESTRIAN ELEMENTS GREATER THAN $50,000
2. WAT AND BIKE TRAIL PROJECTS
3. BUILDING PROJECTS

FINAL PLANS

LETTER DATE: ______________
DATE CONTRACTOR BEGAN WORK: ______________
DATE WORK WAS ACCEPTED: ______________
CONTRACTOR:

STATEMENT:

THE CONSTRUCTION WORK WAS PERFORMED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PLANS.

AREA OF DISTURBED SOIL = ______________
COUNTY:
ROADWAY:
PROJECT NO.:

NET LENGTH OF ROADWAY = X,XX FT + X,XXX MI
NET LENGTH OF BRIDGE = X,XX FT + X,XXX MI
NET LENGTH OF PROJECT = X,XX FT + X,XXX MI

FOR WORK CONSISTING OF (Add Layman's Description from DCIS P1 Screen)

ADD SCALE OR N.T.S. AND NORTH ARROW TO THE LOCATION MAP
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